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Abstract—Random-walk based techniques, such as PageRank,
encode the structure of the graph in the form of a transition
matrix of a stochastic process from which the significances of
the nodes in the graph can be inferred. Personalized PageRank
(PPR) techniques complement this with a seed node set which
serves as the personalization context. In this paper, we note
(and experimentally show) that PPR algorithms that do not
differentiate among the seed nodes may not properly rank nodes
in situations where the seed set is incomplete and/or noisy.
Unfortunately, this situation is very common in many real-
world applications of PPR, where users often have incomplete
views of the overall data. To tackle this problem, we propose
alternative robust personalized PageRank (RPR) strategies, which
are insensitive to noise in the set of seed nodes and in which
the rankings are not overly biased towards the seed nodes.
In particular, we show that novel teleportation discounting and
seed-set maximal PPR techniques help eliminate harmful bias of
individual seed nodes and provide effective seed differentiation
to lead to more accurate rankings.

I. INTRODUCTION

Graph-based recommendation systems use the analysis of
the structure of a given data graph, relative to the user’s current
context, generate object rankings and recommendations [16].
Significance of a node in the graph reflects both the topology
of the graph and the application semantics and measures, like
the betweenness measure [23] and the centrality/cohesion [6],
help quantify how significant any node is on a given graph.

A. User’s Interest and Personalized PageRank (PPR)

The well-known PageRank algorithm [7], associates an
importance score to each node relying on random walks: Let
us consider a weighted, directed graph G(V,E), where the
weight of the edge ej ∈ E is denoted as wj(≥ 0) and∑
ej∈outedge(vi) wj = 1.0. The PageRank score of the node

vi ∈ V is the stationary distribution of a random walk on G,
which are denoted in V with a vector ~p, then

~p = (1− β)TG × ~p+ β~v, (1)

where TG denotes the transition matrix corresponding to
the graph G (and the underlying edge weights) and ~v is a
teleportation vector where all entries are 1

‖V ‖ .

Personalized PageRank (PPR) [5], [11] takes into account
a user’s interest by modifying the teleportation vector taking
into account a given set of important nodes which are the
target of the random jumps: given a set of nodes S ⊆ V ,
instead of jumping to a random node in V with probability

Fig. 1. An example interface which enables the user to explicitely eliminate
outliers (for example a book purchased as a gift to a friend) in generating
recommendations; note that such explicit corrections of the context by the
user is not feasible in all applications

β, the random walk jumps to one of the nodes in the seed
set, S, given by the user. More specifically, if we denote the
Personalized PageRank (PPR) scores of the nodes in V with
a vector ~π, then

~π = (1− β)TG × ~π + β~s, (2)

where ~s is a re-seeding vector, such that if vi ∈ S, then ~s[i] =
1
‖S‖ and ~s[i] = 0, otherwise.

B. Problem - Noisy Seed Sets

The above formulation of PPR assumes that all seeds are
equally important in characterizing the user’s interest. This,
however, may not always be the case, since in practice, the
user feedback is often incomplete and noisy [8] (Figure 1).
Unfortunately unless (a) each individual seed node is a good
representative for the entire seed set, (b) the user/system was
successful in including all seed nodes relevant for defining the
current user context, and (c) most importantly, the user/system
did not include any outlier nodes in the seed set, the result-
ing rankings might be biased and might contain undesirable
artifacts, such as movies with low ratings, having high PPR
rankings. Consider the following example:

Example 1: (Impact of the Noise in the Seed Set) Figure 2
shows the PPR scores and ranks of the seed nodes in a movie
graph (see Section IV for more details about this data set) for
a sample user. In this example, we construct an imperfect seed
set as follows: we select a random user and include in the seed
set 40 movies rated “↑” (for “like”) and 9 movies rated “↓”
(for “dislike”) by this user (out of 81 movies rated ↑and 25
movies rated ↓ by this user).

Figure 2 studies the relationship between the original user
rating and the PPR ranking. As we see here, while as expected
the PPR rankings of ↓-rated seed movies are ranked worse than
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Fig. 2. Lack of seed differentiation and bias in PPR scores on a sample
graph consisting of 2500 movies: most seeds have higher PPR ranks, even if
they are outliers in the seed set

the rankings of ↑-rated seed movies, it is also true that all seed
movies (including the ↓-rated outlier movies) rank highly (i.e.,
better than 53).

Note that, while we often do not care
about the ranks of the seed movies, high
PPR-ranking of ↓-rated seeds implies that
the movies neighboring these noisy seeds are
also likely to be ranked highly. �

C. Our Contributions: Robust Personalized PageRank (RPR)

The above example illustrates that a poor seed may over-
estimate the rankings of its (equally poor) neighbors in the
final ranking. Intuitively, this inability to handle noise in the
seed set is because of the following: (a) Teleportation-bias:
Firstly, as discussed in Section I-A, the teleportation-vector
based seeding algorithms jump on the seed set, S, relatively
often (the common transportation probability, β, is 0.15) and
the size of the seed set is often much smaller relative to the
size of the data graph: as a result, the PPR value of the least
significant seed node will be at least β

|S| , which is likely to
be much higher than the PPR of non-seed nodes in the graph.
(b) Need for seed differentiation: Secondly, as we said above,
the negative impact of the teleportation-bias can be alleviated
if the teleportation rates to the seeds can be differentiated to
match their true qualities, but this requires a way to identify
which seeds are truly better than which other.

In this paper, we propose a techniques to eliminate
teleportation-bias and/or provide seed differentiation:
• First and foremost, we discuss how the node rankings

can be negatively affected by possible incompleteness
and/or imperfection in the seeds set, and we experi-
mentally establish that the conventional PPR metrics
might not properly differentiate seed nodes in a graph.

• Secondly, we propose alternative Robust personalized
PageRank (RPR) strategies, which (a) are insensitive
to noise in the set of seed nodes (and thus differentiate
seeds well) and in which (b) the rankings are not
overly biased towards the seed nodes (Figure 3).

In the next section, we discuss the related work. In Sec-
tion III, we first formally introduce the problem and then
present our solutions for seed differentiation, seed-bias elimi-
nation and Robust personalized PageRank (RPR) computation.
In Section III, we also discuss optimization and parallelization
opportunities. We evaluate RPR for different data sets and
under different scenarios in Section IV. We conclude in
Section V.
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Fig. 3. Seed differentiation and bias elimination through robust personalized
PageRank (RPR) scores (on the same sample graph as in Figure 2: when
using the proposed RPR scores: most of the ↓-rated movies in the seed set
are ranked worse than 500 in the overall RPR ranking of 2500 movies.

II. RELATED WORK

[9] and [10] were among the first works which recog-
nized that random-walks can also be used for measuring the
significance of the graph nodes relative to a given seed node
set, S ⊆ V : More specifically, [9] constructs a transition
matrix, TS , where edges leading away from the seed nodes are
weighted less than those edges leading towards the seed nodes.
A second approach to contextualizing Page Rank scores is to
use the PPR techniques [5], [11] discussed in Section I-A. One
key advantage of this teleportation vector modification based
approach over modifying the transition matrix, as in [9], is
that the term β (in Equation 2) can be used to directly control
the degree of seeding (or personalization) of the PPR score.
In fact, these personalized random-walk and PageRank based
measures of node significance have been shown to be highly
effective in many prediction and recommendation applica-
tions [1], [18]. [12] proposed a random walk hitting time based
approach, where the hitting time is defined as the expected
number of steps a random walk from the source vertex to the
destination vertex will take. [20] also relies on hitting time
based definition of relatedness for query suggestion. [14], [21]
proposed algorithms for efficiently computing hitting times.

Recent advances on personalized PageRank include top-k
and approximate personalized PageRank algorithms [2], [4],
[11], [13], [15], [17], [22] and parallelized implementations
on MapReduce or Pregel based systems [3], [19].

III. ROBUST PERSONALIZED PAGERANK

Addressing the problem of noisy seeds through non-
uniform teleportation to the seed nodes requires a mechanism
to distinguish among the nodes in the seed set, S.

A. PPR-G: PPR with Global Seed Ranking

A first attempt to differentiate among the seeds might be
to consider the global properties of the nodes in the seed set.
One relatively straightforward way to achieve this would be to
first measure the significance of the individual seed nodes in
the overall graph, G, (using for example PageRank) and, then,
modulate the teleportation rates onto the seed nodes based on
the relative significance values of the seeds. In other words,
we would compute the PPR scores with global seed ranking
(also referred to as PPR-G scores) as follows: Given a graph,
G(V,E), and a seed node set S, let ~p be the PageRank scores
computed by solving Equation 1. Then, the PPR-G scores, ~g,
are obtained by solving the equation

~g = (1− β)TG × ~g + β ~s2,
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Fig. 4. (a) Discounting teleportation scores would cause under-accounting of
A relative to B and C. (b) If we add self-loops to nodes, when A is selected
as a re-start point, A will not be under-accounted relative to its neighbors

where ~s2 is a re-seeding vector, such that for each vi /∈ S,
~s2[i] = 0, and for each vi ∈ S, ~s2[i] = ~p[i]∑

vj∈S
~p[j] .

As we later see in Section IV, however, in many cases,
simply modifying the teleportation rates of the seed nodes
based on the global significances of the nodes in the seed set
does not properly eliminate seed-bias.

B. RPR-1: Teleportation-Discounted PPR

In the PPR formulation, the seed and non-seed nodes have
different contributors to their final scores. In particular, for the
non-seed nodes, the only contributor to their PPR scores is the
number of times they are visited during the regular random-
walk process. On the other hand, for the seed nodes, both (a)
the number of times they are visited during the regular random-
walk process and (b) the number of times they are selected
as a teleportation destination for a random-walk restart point
contribute to the PPR scores; we refer to these as the random-
walk contribution (rw-PPR) and teleportation contribution
(t-PPR) to the PPR scores, respectively. As described above,
for non-seed nodes, the value of t-PPR score is 0.0.

Our first observation is that the t-PPR score of a seed
node is exactly β/|S| for each seed and, thus, a seed node will
have at least β/|S| overall PPR score, even if it is an outlier
in the overall context defined by the seed set, S. Therefore,
the first proposal to discover the true place of the seed nodes
in the significance ranking with respect to the seed set S is to
discount the teleportation contributions from the PPR scores.

1) Teleportation-Discounting: Based on this observation,
we define teleportation-discounted PPR scores (also referred
to as RPR-1 scores) as follows: Given a graph, G, and a seed
node set S, let ~π be the PPR scores as defined earlier:

• for each vi /∈ S, the corresponding RPR-1 score, ~ρ1[i],
is defined as ~ρ1[i] = ~π[i]

1−β ;

• in contrast, for each vi ∈ S, the corresponding RPR-1

score, ~ρ1[i], is defined as ~ρ1[i] =
~π[i]− β

|S|
1−β .

PR-1 scores as defined above do not alter the relative ordering
of the non-seed nodes; instead (as discussed above) they aim
to allow us to discover the significance of the seed nodes
themselves relative to the non-seed nodes within the overall
context defined by the seed set, S.

2) Preventing Under-Accounting of Seeds: One potential
problem with the above formulation is that the seed nodes may
in fact be under-accounted since the neighbor of a seed node

may get a higher amount of random-walk traffic (i.e, rw-PPR)
than the seed node, simply because once you teleport to a
seed node, you need to visit one of its neighbors. In order to
prevent this under-accounting, we modify the input graph G
by inserting a self-loop to each node in the network (Figure 4).
In the resulting graph G′, every node is a neighbor of itself and
thus a seed node will not get a lesser amount of random-walk
traffic than its neighbors when it is a re-start point.

C. RPR-2: Seed-Set Maximal PPR

RPR-1 scores enable us to reduce the teleportation induced
bias on the seed nodes. However, the seed nodes are still being
accessed with the same, undifferentiated rate.

1) Seed-Set Maximality Principle and RPR-2: An alterna-
tive to fixing the teleportation significance of the individual
seed nodes a priori, without considering the context provided
by the other seed nodes (as in the PPR-G scheme we discussed
in Section III-A), is to discover the teleportation significance
of the individual seed nodes, relying on a core seed-set
maximality principle that would tie the teleportation rates of
the seeds to their contributions to the overall personalized
PageRank score of the seed set.

Principle 1 (Seed-Set Maximal PPR Scores): Let
G(V,E) be a graph and let S ⊆ V be a set of seed nodes.
Given an overall teleportation rate β, the re-seeding/re-start
vector, ~s, should be such that the overall PageRank scores of
the nodes in S is maximal. �

Intuitively, this principle requires that the seed set as a whole
must score highly, but does not require that the individual seed
nodes themselves have high scores. Based on this principle,
the seed-set maximal PPR scores (also referred to as the RPR-
2 scores) are computed as follows: Given a graph G(V,E),
a teleportation probability, β, and a seed set, S, the re-start
vector ~s should be such that

~ρ2 = (1− β)TG × ~ρ2 + β~s,∑
vi∈V

~s[i] = 1,∀vi∈V 0 ≤ ~s[i] ≤ 1,
∑
vi∈V

~ρ2[i] = 1, 0 ≤ ~ρ2[i] ≤ 1,

and the following term is maximized:

seed set significance =
∑
vi∈S

~ρ2[i].

2) Seed only Re-Starts for RPR-2: According to the above
formulation of seed-set maximal PPR scores, the seed nodes
in S are not necessarily the only targets for re-starts. However,
we can show that, for any traversal that re-starts at a non-seed
node, there is a traversal that starts only at the seed nodes, but
has a higher seed node traversal rate.

Proof 1: Given a graph G(V,E), let ~s be an optimal re-
start vector, such that ∃vi /∈ S such that ~s[i] > 0. Now consider
the traversals that start only from a vi /∈ S and let ~αi be a
vector describing the average portion of time the random walk
spends on the graph nodes in V before the next teleportation.
We can then define two quantities

seed ratioi =
∑
vj∈S

~αi[j], and non seed ratioi =
∑
vj /∈S

~αi[j],

such that seed ratioi + non seed ratioi = 1.0.



Note that, since the traversal starts at a non-seed node, we
have non seed ratioi > 0; moreover, we can split this term
into two, non seed ratioi,before and non seed ratioi,after;
i.e., the amount of time spent on non-seed nodes before and
after a seed node is met during the random-walk, respectively.
Let us also define a vector, ~fi, where for a given vj ∈ S, the
value of ~fi[j] is the likelihood of vj being the first seed met
during the random-walk starting at node vi.

Now consider an alternative re-start vector ~σ such that (a)
~σ[i] = 0, (b) ∀vj /∈S , if j 6= i, then ~σ[j] = ~s[j], and (c) ∀vj∈S ,
~σ[j] = ~s[j]+~s[i]×~fi[j]. It is easy to see that the random-walks
resulting when using the restart vector ~σ are similar to the
random-walks resulting when using ~s, except that the value of
non seed ratioi,before is equal to 0. This means some of this
time will be spent on the seed nodes contradicting the initial
premise that ~s was an optimal re-start vector, maximizing the
total amount of time spent on seed nodes. �

Based on the above proof, we can reformulate the equation
set for seed-set maximal PPR scores in a way that limits the
transportation targets, as follows:
~ρ2 = (1− β)TG × ~ρ2 + β~s,

∑
vi∈V

~ρ2[i] = 1, 0 ≤ ~ρ2[i] ≤ 1,∑
vi∈S

~s[i] = 1, ∀vi∈s0 ≤ ~s[i] ≤ 1, ∀vi /∈s~s[i] = 0,

and seed set significance =
∑
vi∈S ~ρ2[i] is maximum.

3) Constraining the Size of the Re-Start Set: We can further
show that in practice the restart set, Scrit, is a singleton; i.e.,
with very high likelihood, |Scrit| = 1.

Proof 2: Given a graph G(V,E), let ~s be an optimal re-
start vector, such that ∃vi, vj ∈ S such that ~s[i] > 0 and
~s[j] > 0. Now consider all the traversals that start only from vi
and let ~αi be a vector describing the average portion of time the
random walk that starts at vi spends on the nodes in V before
the next teleportation. Similarly, let ~αj be a vector describing
the average portion of time a random walk that starts at vj
spends on the nodes in V before the next teleportation. Given
~αi and ~αj , let us define two quantities,

seed ratioi =
∑
vk∈S

~αi[k] and seed ratioj =
∑
vk∈S

~αj [k],

and let us assume that seed ratioi > seed ratioj (a similar
argument holds when seed ratioj > seed ratioi).

Now consider an alternative re-start vector ~σ such that (a)
∀vk /∈{vi,vj}, ~σ[k] = ~s[k], (b) ~σ[j] = 0, and (c) ~σ[i] = ~s[i]+~s[j].
It is easy to see that in the random-walks resulting when using
the restart vector ~σ are similar to the random-walks resulting
when using ~s, except that all transportations to vj are replaced
with transportations to vi (with the higher seed ratio value
among the two); thus, overall, more time will be spent on
seed nodes when using ~σ instead of ~s. It follows that when
seed ratioi > seed ratioj , an optimal re-start vector cannot
contain both vi and vj , contradicting the initial premise that
~s is an optimal re-start vector, such that both ~s[i] > 0 and
~s[j] > 0. �

In other words, since in practice it is highly unlikely that
seed ratio values will be equivalent for different seed nodes,
the subset Scrit of S is likely to contain the one and only
node, vi, which has the highest seed ratioi.

4) Efficient and Re-Use Promoting Computation: Given a
graph, G(V,E), a seed set, S, and a teleportation probability,
β, one way to obtain the RPR-2 scores is to solve the linear
optimization problem

maximize
∑
vi∈S ~ρ2[i]

subject to the constraints
~ρ2 = (1− β)TG × ~ρ2 + β~s,

∑
vi∈V

~ρ2[i] = 1, 0 ≤ ~ρ2[i] ≤ 1,∑
vi∈S

~s[i] = 1, ∀vi∈s0 ≤ ~s[i] ≤ 1, ∀vi /∈s~s[i] = 0.

While there are many efficient linear solvers that one can
use to obtain a solution to the above optimization problem,
there are two issues to consider: (a) in general, solving the
optimization problem is more expensive than simply solving
the linear equations for a given re-start vector ~s, and (b)
when the seed set S changes (even if the change is small,
say one new seed node is considered or one of the seed
nodes is dropped) the linear optimization problem needs to be
reformulated and solved anew. In this subsection, we note that
we can avoid treating the problem as an optimization problem
(thereby reducing its cost) and, in the meantime, also support
the re-use of existing solutions, by converting the problem into
a set of single-seed PPR computations.

Converting the Problem into a Set of Linear Equations. Given
a graph, G(V,E), a seed set, S, and an overall teleportation
probability, β, we reformulate the problem (relying on the
observation in Section III-C3) as follows:

• Step 1. for each vi ∈ S, solve the linear equation ~πi =
(1− β)TG × ~πi + β~si, where ~si is a re-start vector such that
~si[i] = 1 and ∀j 6=i ~si[j] = 0;

• Step 2. Next, for each vi ∈ S, compute Π(vi) =∑
vj∈S ~πi[j];

• Step 3. Let Scrit be the (small) subset of S, where Scrit =
argmaxvi (Π(vi)) ;

• Step 4. If Scrit is singleton (i.e., Scrit = {vi}) then ~πi gives
the RPR-2 scores; i.e., ρ2 = ~πi; else (i.e., if Scrit is not a
singleton), then ρ2 = 1

|Scrit|
∑
vi∈Scrit ~πi.

Note that, since in general the seed set S includes relatively
few nodes, the above formulation requires the solution of a
small number of single-seed PPR problems. This is especially
advantageous when G is large as we can leverage any of the
highly effective approximation algorithms [2], [4], [11], [13],
[15], [17], [22] or parallelized implementations [3], [19] for
computing these PPR scores. Most importantly, the first step of
the algorithm (where we solve a linear equation independently
for each seed node) can be trivially parallelized by assigning
each node to a different computation unit.

Solution Re-Use for Incremental Computation. Given a graph,
G(V,E), a seed set, S, and an overall teleportation probability,
β, assume that we have already computed ~πi and Π(vi) for
all vi ∈ S. Let Snew be a new seed set, let ∆S+ = Snew \ S
denote the new nodes in the seed set and ∆S− = S \ Snew
denote the set of nodes dropped from the seed set. We can
incrementally compute the RPR-2 scores as follows:

• Step 1. For each vi ∈ ∆S+, solve the linear equation ~πi =
(1− β)TG × ~πi + β~si, where ~si is a re-start vector such that
~si[i] = 1 and ∀j 6=i ~si[j] = 0;



• Step 2. Next, for each vi ∈ ∆S+, compute Πnew(vi) =∑
vj∈Snew ~πi[j];

• Step 3. Also, for each vi ∈ Snew ∩ S, compute Πnew(vi) =
Πnew(vi) +

∑
vj∈∆S+ ~πi[j]−

∑
vj∈∆S− ~πi[j];

• Step 4. Given these, once again, let Scrit be the (small)
subset of S, where Scrit,new = argmaxvi (Πnew(vi)) , and
compute the ρ2 scores as ρ2 = 1

|Scrit,new|
∑
vi∈Scrit,new ~πi.

It is easy to see that, when ∆S+ and ∆S− are small, the
RPR-2 computations can be done very fast (if necessary, lever-
aging approximation algorithms [2], [4], [11], [13], [15], [17],
[22] and/or parallel implementations [3], [19] for computing
the new PPR scores). Once again, the first step of the algorithm
(where we solve a linear equation independently for each new
seed node) can be trivially parallelized by assigning each node
to a different computation unit.

D. RPR-3: Teleportation-Discounted, Seed-Set Maximal PPR

As we have seen in Section III-B, one disadvantage of the
use of standard PPR scores is that the teleportation contribution
t-PPR score of a seed node (which is exactly β

|S| for each
seed node) may not capture how significant the node is within
the context defined by the entire seed set S. This is especially
true in the case of RPR-2 scores, where the set, Scrit, of seed
nodes selected for re-start is very small. In fact, when Scrit is
singleton (as most likely), the only seed node in Scrit will have
at least β overall RPR-2 score. Therefore, when computing
the teleportation-discounted, seed-set maximal PPR scores (or
RPR-3 scores, also denoted as ~ρ3), we replace the use of
~πi vectors for each vi ∈ S, with the RPR-1 vectors ~ρ1,i as
introduced in Section III-B.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We ran the experiments on a quad-core Intel(R)
Core(TM)i5-2400 CPU @ 3.10GHz machine with 8.00GB
RAM. All codes are implemented in Matlab and run using
Matlab 7.11.0 (2010b).

A. Data Sets

For comparing the different RPR alternatives’ perfor-
mances against conventional PPR, we have used the IMDB
and MovieLens datasets available from [24], [25]. This dataset
contains metadata (e.g. actors, directors) about 1681 movies
as well as a total of 100K ratings (between 1, for “dislike”
(↓), to 5, for “like” (↑)) provided by 943 users. From this
graph, we have constructed three graphs, with three distinct
semantics and topological properties: (a) Metadata Graph: In
the metadata graph, nodes represent the data elements (such
as movies) and the edges represent relationships between these
data elements (such as an actor playing in a movie). The data
graph contains 1272 nodes and 60K relationship edges (with
average node degree of ∼47). (b) User-Movie (UM) Graph:
In the UM graph, nodes represent users and movies. There is
an edge between a user-movie pair if the user has watched
the movie (indicated by the existence of a rating). This graph
has 1682 movie nodes, 943 user nodes, and 200K directional
(user to movie) edges (with average node degree of ∼76).
(c) Ratings Graph: The ratings graph consists of the same
nodes and edges as the user-movie (UM) graph. However,
each ratings edge ui → mj has an associated numeric weight
between 1 and 5, reflecting user ui’s preference for movie mj .

Parameter Range Default Value
β {0.15, 0.05} 0.15

# of seeds {10, 40} 10
% of noise in the seed set {0%, 10%, 20%} 10%

TABLE I. PERSONALIZED PAGERANK EVALUATION PARAMETERS

Note that the metadata graph captures no knowledge
about users and their preferences. The user-movie (UM) graph
captures the information that the user is able to make judgment
call about the movie, but does not capture this judgment call
(i.e., the value of the rating). The ratings graph also captures
users’ declared preferences in the form of edge weights.

B. Evaluation Strategy

1) Effectiveness: In order to measure effectiveness of the
scores computed for ranking movies, we rely on the following
criteria: Relevance: If we select a subset of a user’s ↑-rated
movies as seeds, the scores should be such that the user’s
remaining ↑-rated movies should rank well, whereas user’s ↓-
rated movies should rank poorly. Robustness: Moreover, if the
scores are robust, then even if the seed set contains some small
number of ↓-rated movies, this should not negatively affect the
rankings significantly.

In the experiments presented in this section, we picked 100
random users (out of 943 in the database). For each selected
user, we created random seed sets with different degrees of
noise (see Table I for the experiment parameters). Each seed
set consists of a number of movies rated “↑” by the user (for
measuring relevance) and a smaller number of movies rated
“↓” by the same user. The “↓” movies included in the seed
set act as noise (and serve for measuring robustness). For
each configuration, we have considered 10 different (randomly
picked) seed sets. For each seed set, we treated the rest of the
movie ratings by this user as the ground truth to help measure
the following effectiveness criteria based on the transition
probabilities implied by the underlying graph:
• Recommendation Effectiveness – Average rank for non-seed
↑-rated movies (AvgRank(N↑)): Movies that we know (from
the ground truth) that the user would like, but are not included
in the seed set are expected to rank well; i.e., have small
average rank values.
• Seed Differentiation Power – Average rank for ↓-rated seed
movies (AvgRank(S↓)): “Noise” in the seed set (i.e., movies
we know from the ground truth that the user does not like, but
nevertheless included in the seed set) are expected to have large
average rank values, even though they are in the seed set. Note
that, since a well ranked ↓-rated seed would imply that the
movies neighboring this noisy seed would also be well ranked,
the average rankings of the seed nodes help us (indirectly)
quantify the impact of noise on the neighbors of the seeds.
• Seed-Bias Elimination – Average rank for ↑-rated seed
movies (AvgRank(S↑)): Movies that the user likes and are
included in the seed set are expected to rank well and have
small average rank values.

2) Efficiency: We computer matrix algebra based formula-
tions of PPR and RPR using Matlab. The RPR-2 and RPR-3
schemes, which seek seed-maximal solutions, are implemented
by converting the maximization problem to a set of linear
equations (as discussed in Sections III-C2 through III-C4):
these enable the same evaluation mechanism for PPR, PPR-G,
and RPR-1 to be applicable also for RPR-2 and RPR-3, making
the accuracy and execution time comparisons straightforward.
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Fig. 5. Average ranks of non-seed ↑-rated movies relative to their ranks returned by conventional PPR (the ratio for PPR itself is 1.0):
the lower is the ratio, the better is the measure

C. Results
1) Effectiveness Evaluations: Figures 5 through 7 compare

and evaluate the effectiveness of the different ranking algo-
rithms described in this paper, based on the three effectiveness
criteria C = {N↑, S↑, S↓} listed above. For each of these
three criteria, we compare the rankings returned by algorithm
A to the rankings returned by the conventional PPR (i.e., PPR
with uniform teleportation probabilities) using the measure

relative rank(A,C) = (AvgRankC by A)/(AvgRankC by PPR).

This measure helps us to observe how algorithm A handles
seed noise relative to PPR with no seed differentiation.
Recommendation Effectiveness: Firstly, let us consider Fig-
ure 5 which compares the average user rankings of ↑-rated
movies that were not included in the seed set. Since the
primary goal of a movie ranking system is to locate non-
seed movies that the user would enjoy (N↑) and rank them
earlier than the other movies, the smaller the value of the
relative rank(A,N↑), the better would be the recommen-
dations returned by the algorithm A.
• As we see in the Figure 5, PPR-G does not provide any
significant advantages over pure PPR, unless the teleportation
rate is very small (i.e., not much significance is given to the
seed set) or the seed set contains large amounts of noise.
• The proposed RPR schemes lead to significant improvements
in the rankings, with the seed-set maximization technique of
RPR-2 providing the most consistent improvements.
• Teleportation-discounting (used in RPR-1 and RPR-3) is
effective in (metadata and UM) graphs, which do not prop-
erly capture user preferences. Seed-set maximization (used in
RPR-2), however, provides benefits for all graphs, including

the ratings graph, which reflects the user preferences in the
transition probabilities.
• It is important to note that the RPR techniques provide better
recommendation rankings even in situations where the seed set
contains 0% artificially introduced noise, confirming that RPR
provides better personalization given user history.

In addition to the above key observations, we also note that
on the UM graph (with higher average node degree), RPR-3
provides the highest improvements. On the metadata graph
(with lower average node degree), on the other hand, RPR-3
is less advantageous than RPR-2.
Seed Differentiation Power: Figure 6 compares the average
user rankings of ↓-rated movies that were included in the seed
set. In this case, the higher the relative rank, the better is the
algorithm in differentiating the noise in the seed set.
• As we seen in the figure, once again, PPR-G does not provide
any significant advantages over pure PPR;
• The proposed RPR algorithms, on the other hand push the
↓rated seed nodes (i.e., noise) significantly further down in the
overall ranking relative to conventional PPR, indicating that
RPR algorithms are effective in eliminating seed-bias; and
• As before, teleportation-discounting (used in RPR-1 and
RPR-3) is effective in (metadata and UM) graphs, which do
not capture user preferences; but seed-set maximization (used
in RPR-2), provides benefits for all graphs.
• In fact, comparing the UM and ratings graphs, we see that
RPR-2 provides higher average rankings for S↓movies in the
ratings graph, indicating that seed-set maximization leverages
the user preference information embedded in the transition
matrix well.
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Fig. 8. Execution times for different measures (w/o explicit parallelization): we consider situations where (a,c,e) personalized PageRank computation starts
from scratch and (b,d,f) where the cached matrix inverses are leveraged. For each configuration, we consider different rates of updates to the seed set.

Seed-Bias Elimination: As we discussed in Section III, PPR
assumes that all the nodes in the seed set are very important
and thus they tend to rank better than most (if not all) non-
seed nodes. However, we expect that a seed-bias eliminating
ranking system would push some of the highly rated seeds
further down in the rankings to bring up those movies that are
good, but not used as seeds.

• In Figure 7, we see that this is indeed true for the proposed
RPR schemes: as we would expect from a good seed bias
eliminating algorithm, expected, the teleportation-discounting
(for metadata and UM graphs) and seed-set maximization (for
all graphs) increase the relative rankings of the ↑-rated seed
nodes, for accommodating the better rankings of good, but not
seed nodes – as we have already seen in Figure 5.

Effectiveness Summary: The above experiments have shown
that teleportation-discounting is an effective technique in im-
proving ranking effectiveness in graphs which are preference-
neutral (like the metadata and user-movie, UM, graphs). The
seed-set maximization technique, on the other hand, performs
well for all graphs (including those that already capture
user preferences) and noise scenarios and thus should be the
preferred ranking technique (according to the results, even in
situations where the noise is 0%).

2) Efficiency Evaluations: In Figure 8, we consider
the execution times of the different personalized PageR-

ank algorithms considered in this paper (without explicit
parallelization). In particular, we consider three scenarios:
Fresh graph, fresh seed set: In the first scenario, we are given
a graph and a fresh set of seeds and the computation starts
from scratch (Figures 8(a), (c) and (e), columns corresponding
to 0% overlap). Cached graph, fresh seed set: In the second,
the graph is fixed and the matrix inverse has already been
computed and cached; given a fresh seed set, this cached
inverse is used for computing the scores and rankings (Fig-
ures 8(b), (d) and (f), columns corresponding to 0% overlap).
Fresh/cached graph, overlapping (i.e., cached) seed set: In the
third scenario (Figures 8(a) through (f), columns corresponding
to more than 0% overlap), the new seed set overlaps with seed
sets considered in the past and this overlap is leveraged as
described in Section III-C4.

• As we see in Figures 8(b) and (d), when a cached inverse
of the transition matrix is available and the seed set overlap is
low, RPR-2 and RPR-3 schemes (which need to solve multiple
linear equations per Section III-C4) are slower than PPR, PPR-
G, and RPR-1 schemes. Thus, when cached inverse is available
and seed overlaps are small, we recommend using the RPR-1
scheme which (as we have seen earlier) is more robust than
PPR and PPR-G and, also, as fast.

• The figure also shows that the difference between the various
strategies is small or non-existent (a) when the graph itself is
fresh (i.e., no cached inverse is available), (b) the seed set is
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Fig. 6. Average ranks of ↓-rated movies included in the seed set relative
to their ranks returned by conventional PPR (the ratio for PPR itself is 1.0):
the higher is the ratio, the better is the measure

small, or (c) the overlap between the current seed set and the
seeds considered in the past is large (i.e., cached solutions for
individual seeds can be reused per Section III-C4). In these
cases, RPR-2 and RPR-3 are competitive in execution times
and should be used where the accuracy provided by the seed-
set maximization strategy is critical.
• Also, we would like to remind that, as discussed in Sec-
tion III-C4, RPR is trivially parallelizable by mapping new
seeds such that each computation unit processes only one (or
few) new seeds (see the cases marked “1new” in Figure 8 for
the impact of processing only one seed per processing unit).

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have shown that conventional personalized
PageRank (PPR) algorithms associate unnecessarily high bias
to the seed nodes and this negatively affects the node rankings
when the seed set is incomplete and/or noisy. To deal with
this problem, we propose three alternative robust personalized
PageRank (RPR) algorithms that eliminate the potential noise
in the seed set. We have shown that a novel teleportation dis-
counting technique ensures that rankings are not overly biased
towards the seed nodes and a novel seed-set maximal PPR
principle helps differentiate among the seeds by considering
the overall context defined by the seed set.
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